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Academics
every morning, students take four courses designed to improve their 
performance on the tachS (test for admission to catholic high Schools):
english/Study Skills, reading, creative Writing, and math.

the English curriculum strives to present students with a firm foundation
in basic language arts and study skills, and focuses on three fundamental
skills: grammar, proper usage and spelling. these skills are integrated to
provide students with the tools they will need for academic success in
high school. Student performance is assessed by means of a series of
worksheets, quizzes and comprehensive exams tailored to treat a variety
of topics covered in the tachS, ranging from basic rules of spelling to
agreement of subject and predicate.

the Reading curriculum includes reviewing the elements of fiction and
reading several short stories. For the most part the stories are read
aloud and then discussed. at the end of each story the boys are tested
on the content and vocabulary.

the Writing curriculum focuses on the key elements of quality writing.
Writing tasks are discussed as a group and worked on individually. 
Students are coached on the shape and coherence of the tasks, 
awareness of purpose and audience, effective use of words, sentence
structure and sentence variety. tasks may include journaling, strategies

The Higher Achievement Program was founded in 1964 at St.
Peter’s Prep in Jersey City, NJ.

In the years since its beginning, HAP has spread to a number of
Jesuit high schools throughout the northeast United States. The
2017 HAP session is the 41st at Fordham Prep.

This unique five week program combines academics, athletics
and creative enrichment activities while teaching that learning
can be fun and exciting.



for a short story review, the descriptive paragraph, the personal 
narrative, poetry, the persuasive paragraph, the informational paragraph
and biographical writing.

the Math curriculum reviews topics covered in most 7th grade programs
and focuses on the major topics found in many 8th and 9th grade math
programs. the goal is to help students review and prepare for 8th grade
math and the high school entrance exam. the math topics include
adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing, positive and negative 
integers, fractions and decimals, solving algebraic equations, working
with inequalities, graphing, simple geometry, percent problems, ratio
and proportion, and the techniques of solving word problems. 

Afternoon Activities
During the afternoon session, hap students are able to choose from a
variety of athletic, artistic and cultural activities.

the balance of academics in the morning and the choice of sports, 
activities , and other enrichments in the afternoon is conducive to an 
educational environment that strives to foster the Jesuit ideal of cura 
personalis (care for the individual).

• Basketball 
• Dodgeball
• touch Football 
• Softball 
• Soccer 
• track and Field 
• Sports clinics: Baseball, Lacrosse
• Board games 
• music enrichment
• Studio art Workshops

• intro to classical mythology
• Science exploration & enrichment 
• culinary arts
• theater arts
• Speech & Debate
• Foreign Languages
• astronomy
• computer Science
• Service project



Fordham prep’s emphasis on faith, scholarship and service is an 
integral part of a vibrant Jesuit community, and hap's academics, 
activities and service components foster the student's character 
development, including personal integrity, sportsmanship, and the
wellness of mind and body. By the time of graduation, hap students
are intellectually and physically prepared for the challenges that
await them in eighth grade and beyond.
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